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Lightweight. Affordable. And built Spartan tough to last.

APPLICATIONS
Turf protection & rutting
prevention
Oil & Gas, & Water Well
Drilling
Temporary Access Roads
Utilities & Pipeline

PREVENT RUTTING

WITH THE SCOUT MAT™

Construction
Work Platforms

ROW Mats

Perfect for light and medium-duty jobs, Spartan Composites, LLC
is the proud manufacturer of the Scout Mat™. At 88lbs each, the
Scout Mat™ can be moved around manually, without the need for
equipment or operators. It’s perfect for turf protection, rutting
prevention, weight distribution and a myriad of other construction
applications. Made from HDPE, the Scout Mat™ will never rot and
with over 89 locations, we’re closer than you think!

Environmental
Containment

Expect the best from the Scout Mat™

Ground Protection
Construction Sites
Staging Areas

Helicopter & Aviation
Landings

Made of non-toxic and chemically inactive material makes
this mat perfect for environmentally sensitive locations.

Heavy-Haul Applications

Does not conduct electricity.
Handles a wide variety of equipment including rubber-tired
vehicles, excavators, heavy machinery, cranes, & drilling rigs.

DIMENSIONS
Thickness:
0.5 inches (12.7 mm)
Width:
48 inches / 4 feet
(121.92 cm / 1.219 m)
Length:
96 inches / 8 feet
(243.84 cm / 2.438 m)
Weight:
88 lbs (39.91 k)

Solid, heavy-duty, high-density polyethylene (HDPE).
Our solid light-weight mat is perfect for jobs where mats
need to be handled and installed manually.
Rated up to 200 psi, the Scout Mat™ bears the tonnage of
vehicles and heavy loads.
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Scout Mat™: The mat every contractor should seriously consider
having 20 to 30 of on hand at all times. Useful in almost every
situation.

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
COMPOSITE ALTERNATIVES?

Transport Quantities:

Flatbed trucks able to haul
48,000 lbs of product can
load 510 mats per truck!

Protection:
Yes

Transport Quantities:
Yes

Static Dissipative:
Yes

Thermal Expansion:

Impact modifiers added

Warranty:

1-year warranty with a field
life of 10-years when used
as recommended

Scout Mat™ Options:
2-way & 4-way connectors—Best drop-in connectors in the
industry. Easy to use and built Spartan tough with stainless
steel to last.
Traction—Raised nubs for efficient traction and mud dispersal;
reversible pedestrian surface.
Colors Available—Standard Tan, great for reducing heat, which
decreases likelihood of killing grass and vegetation. Black
for recycled HD Polyethylene. Choice of colors for virgin HD
Polyethylene.
Branding—Become a distributor and/or create custom logos or
branding for industry recognition.

Scout Mat™ Tread Patterns:
Rugged & Pedestrian—Standard mats come configured with a
rugged tread on one side, and pedestrian tread on the reverse
side.
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“

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

The Scout Mats™ are working great. In the past we’ve had to wait for the ground to
dry, and wait for nicer weather to do our work. Sometimes we’d have to put jobs off
for weeks, but not anymore.

“

Using the mats is also easier on our equipment. We can get the dump truck closer
to the excavator, so there is less wear on the undercarriage from tracking back and
forth. We’re no longer wasting time getting the truck stuck and the excavator isn’t
slopping through mud. The employees aren’t all muddy either—almost gets rid of the
need to constantly clean your boots.

Customers often think we’re going to make a mess of their yard but when we lay
these Scout Mats™ down it makes everything so much cleaner and better. We used
to spend at least a half day and sometimes days on restoration, now it’s almost a joke.
There is almost no need for top soil, grass seed, and straw. These mats save us a lot
of time and expense.

Oliver

A satisfied Scout Mat™ customer

Using ScoutMat™ protects your equipment and
the turf for minimal wear, tear and cleanup when
your project is done.
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